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. AHIL IL.1H.BA HI.HL . IL BA HL 
AIHBE IA.BH.BE HB.HE IA'BE HE' 

GA CE HE GN AC IN HC BF IF 
SimilaGly,GL*AC HL; GC*AF IF' HNBC IN; 

IB AD GD HM BC GM 
IM.AB-GM; and HBcD GD 

IL. GN.HM GA.IB.HC CE.BF.AD 
GL.HN.IA1*IA.BH.GC*BE.CD.AF 

But by Ceva's Theorem, BE CD.FADF1. 

Also, it is easily proved that GA.IB.HC 
*. 
IL.GN.HM 1l IA.BH.GC GL.HN.IM 

GM, HL, and IN are concurrent. Q. E. D. 

397. Proposed by DAVID F. KELLEY, New York City. 

If ABC be a semicircle and CD a perpendicular from C on the diameter AB, prove 
that the radius of the circle inscribed in the triangle ABC equals half the sum of the radius 
of the circle touching arc AC and the sides AD and DC of the triangle ADC, and the ra- 
dius of the circle touching arc CB and sides DB and DC of triangle CDB, and that the cen- 
ters of the three circles are collinear. 

I. Solution by H. C. FEEMSTER, Professor of Mathematics, York College, York, Nebraska. 

Let AB be the y-axis, CD the x-axis, r the radius of the given cir- 
cle, k-r-AD. 

Then '1+ (?x1 +k) 2(r-xl)2 (1), 

and (2),+(k-xii)2 (r-x 1) 2 

are the relations that give the centers of the circles inscribed in ADC and 
BDC. The bisectors of the angles A and C intersect at 

x -2r+ i/ (2r2- 2rk) +v/ (2r2+2rk) 
2 

y -2k+j/ (2r2 +2rk)-v/ (2r2-2rk) 
2 

the center of the circle inscribed in ABC. 
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Solving the relations (1) and (2), we get 

xs=y1 ==-k-r+v/(2r2+2rk), 
x, 1 --Yi i-- r+k+l/ (2r' -2rk). 

The x's represent the radii of the three circles, and satisfy the required con- 

ditions x -$ 11 , and the centers are in a straight line since they satisfy 2 
the condition 

Y-Yi-Yii Yi 
x-xl xll-xl 

II. Solution by A. M. HARDING, A. MW., University of Arkansas, and the PROPOSER. 

Let M be the center of circle touching arc AC, sides AD and DC, 
and let H be the point where it touches AD. 
Let N be center of circle touching arc 
CB, sides CD and DB, and K the point 
where it touches DB. Also let I be cen- 
ter of circle inscribed in triangle ABC. 
MH-HD since Z MDH=45', and similarly, 
NK=DK. Therefore HM+NK=HK. 

Again, by a well known theorem, 
BC=BH. Hence Z HCB- Z CHB- L CAH 
+ / A CH, but Z BCD-- Z CAH; therefore, 
Z HCD= / HCA. Hence Z DAI+ Z ACHA45'. Again, Z AC1=45?, there- 
fore Z DAI - 7 HCI. Hence, the four points A, C, I, and H are concyclic. 
Hence, ZIHD=ZACI=45'. In a similar manner it can be shown that 
Z IKD=45?. 

Now let L be the point where the circle inscribed in triangle ABC 
touches AB; then since ZILH=90', and ZIHLz=7IKL-=45', line IL- 
HL and IL=LK; but IL is the radius of circle inscribed in triangle ABC. 
Therefore IL-AHK=4 (MH+NK) by above. 

Again, since L is the mid-point of HK, and IL, which-- (MH+NK), 
is also parallel to MH and NK, it is easily seen that I is the mid-point of the 
line MN. 

Also solved similarly by J. Scheffer. 

CALCULUS. 

318. Proposed by JOHN C. GREGG, Greencastle, Ind. 

A thread is wound spirally n times around a cone, the radius of whose base is r, and 
slant height h, the turns being at uniform distance apart. If the thread is kept taut, what 
will be the length of the trace of its end on a horizontal plane? 
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